DESPERATE FOR WORK

1,460,000 on dole—and that’s not counting 300,000 women like Maggie Davey

BEING 24 and foolish, my husband and myself decided to start a family. Nine months later, we found that we were unable to feed the three of us on one wage.

Since then, I have been looking for part-time evening work. It has to be evening work as there are no nursery facilities in the Leeds suburb in which we live.

I have been unsuccessful in finding a job. One of many interviews I have attended was at Safeways in Leeds, who were advertising for evening stockists.

I got there at 9.30am (open interviews were scheduled from 9am to 6pm) and was told to come back at 10.30am as 30 people were already waiting in the canteen, some of whom had arrived at 8am.

I dragged my daughter around in the rain for an hour and returned to find a queue of about 35 people. I waited until 11.30am. In that hour the queue did not go down at all. Obviously, people were still waiting to be seen in the canteen.

By the time I left, about 15 people were behind me and still rolling up. Safeways only wanted about four or five. It must have been like this in the Thirties. The people queuing, mostly women, were arguing, accusing other people of pushing in. In general, on talking to them, they were all quite desperate for work.

One woman told me she worked at a Leeds hotel from 6.30pm until 10pm, making tea and washing up five nights a week. After bus fares, she netted £3.50 plus perks—a cup of tea and a sandwich eaten standing up at the sink.

We all had in common a ridiculous desire to get hold of 96p an hour (fantastic money for part-time work locally).

I was dreaming of what I would do with all this sudden wealth; the luxuries I could buy were boundless—shoes for our daughter, lamb chops—the list was endless.

It’s back to the part-time section of the Evening Post for me and another six months of searching.

Know anyone who wants a skivvy cheap?
IT'S A FARE FIGHT

TO LONDON TRANSPORT EXECUTIVE

I have today travelled by tube and tendered a ticket for £1. Should you wish to recover the outstanding sum, my name and address is:

Name:
Address:

Signed:

One of the slips—cut it out and save it next time you travel by tube.

IF London Transport want to get the latest massive fare increase out of passengers on the London Underground, they are going to have to fight for every penny.

The public transport strike has resulted in the closure of many London Underground stations. The company has been forced to reduce services, and now it is planning to increase fares for the second time in a year.

The London Transport strike is supported by the RMT and the ASLEF unions. The strike is expected to last for several days, and there are reports of long delays and cancellations on the Tube network.

The company has also announced plans to cut 1,000 jobs and to close several Tube stations. These moves are expected to lead to further protests and strikes in the future.

The strike is likely to have a significant impact on the London economy, with many businesses relying on the Tube for their daily operations.

The government has threatened to intervene if the strike continues, but the unions have vowed to continue the strike until their demands are met.

Despite the challenges, the strike has highlighted the importance of fair and equitable transport policies, and the need for a more sustainable and efficient transport system.

The strike has also raised questions about the future of the London Underground, and whether it can continue to provide reliable and efficient services for the millions of people who depend on it every day.
An appeal to all readers of Socialist Worker: STOP THE CUTS! FIGHT RACISM!

Join the International Socialists!

A MESSAGE to every Socialist Worker reader: We value your support. But we need more than that. We need you to join the International Socialists.

This week the Labour government is busy taking yet another giant step down the road to disaster. Cabinet ministers are busy agreeing still more cuts which will inflict still more damage on the very welfare state that Labour government used to boast they had created.

There is a glaring logic to it all. Just under ten years after the government came up with the Social Contract to bar workers who accepted its voluntary limitation on their wages, they said, things would get better. But things didn't get better at all, for the simple reason that wages increases do not cause inflation. So the present government came up with a new policy—more cuts and tougher wage controls.

The £60 unilateral wage limit, we were told, had to be accepted. Otherwise unemployment would increase. It was accepted. But unemployment increased massively anyway.

But it didn't even end there. The government came up with a new policy—social welfare state cutbacks. Morale-sapping, the government introduced cuts in social security benefits. It would cut welfare payments to the poor while increasing benefits to the rich. The only hope the rich would invest more, create more jobs, solve the crisis. But they didn't. And now the first round of cuts is to be followed by a second.

Prime Minister Jim Callaghan is still saying that the cuts must be forced through or the Labour government will fall.

He was saying the same about the dropping of the child benefits scheme three weeks ago. He'll be saying it about the next social package forced on him by international bankers and big business.

He can rely on support from trade union leaders to get away with it. If they want money for the workers, they will comply.

Donations to Socialist Worker Fighting Fund, 8 Cotter Gardens, London E2.

We're hoping that you'll keep sending us money. We're a way to win against the cuts. More posters, stickers and pamphlets to pull out. We're not to reduce our energies in the fight for the right to work—and that's why we need your support and your money.

Our thanks this week to:

- ELEVEN people—Asians and West Indians—attended the International Socialists public meeting on racism held in the Workers Club last Tuesday.

- Seven more asked for more information about IS and have since said they want to join. We collected £7 at the meeting—which will be sent to the Socialist Worker Fighting Fund, where it will be used to further the fight against racism.

The meeting followed a month of intense antiracist activity in the district. We distributed posters and leaflets, our members took a petition against the cuts round their workplaces. We are working with the local National Party and the local Independent Workers Association and trades union. We have helped set up a Joint Action Committee Against Racism with delegates from all the immigrant organisations in the area.
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**SOCIALIST WORKER EXCLUSIVE**

**London Embassy official recruited student informing**

**ANOTHER LINK** has been exposed in the chain of spies and agents that the Iranian dictatorship runs in Britain with the knowledge and approval of the British government.

A diplomat at the Iranian Embassy, himself.toString(), has been recruiting among Iranian students in Britain to find informers. He works under the Embassy's Second Secretary, Hassan Rezaei. His real name is Emad Mansuri.

The identification of Mansuri follows a tip-off by an active member of the Confederation of Iranian Students that he had himself been recruited as an agent by Mansuri. The student concerned, a member of the Confederation, now told the Confederation that he was being paid £150 a month to carry out propaganda activities and to report on meetings of the Confederation and personal impressions he made in Britain. He also revealed that Mansuri had said that he was in Britain as a tourist with the knowledge of the Labour government.

Mansuri's scheme was to get in touch with a small number of the Confederation members, to find out what they knew and then ask them to come over to the Embassy for further work. He was working from a hotel in follow-up.

**Fees**

This is all paid in financial aid to the students, who feel that they are being paid as agents to assist in the propaganda activities. The scheme was suggested by Mansuri and it is true that the information he received was not paid for.

Shafik was interviewed.

He had been a member of the Students for Justice in Iran, which was the only group in Britain that the government had approved of to call itself as such. Shafik was due to return to Iran on Christmas but could not.

**AABBAS**

In the general election campaign, the SAVAK, the Iranian secret police, got a chance to run a new campaign. At the time, the SAVAK, the mainDISSIDENT, was being held in the Iranian prison. The SAVAK used the opportunity to spread its propaganda through the media. The SAVAK has long been a tool of the regime and it is suspected that this was used by the regime as a way of spreading its propaganda.

**Disrupt**

The latest scheme from Mansuri was for Shafik to manipulate the students in order to disrupt their activities. Mansuri was also involved in this and he was due to return to Iran in January.

**CAPIST OF REPRESSION**

Sign in Iran: 48-hour pickets by Hunger artists outside UN offices. London, 21 July, 20.00 - Friday 29 July, 00.

**Scandal**

Petitions about this book will be circulated among academics and students in the next few weeks. It is suggested that Oxford University, not exactly the present in the country, should accept from the Shah's agents—a known foreign smuggler and organiser of the CIA, Dr. Mohammad Mousavi, who has been in the country on a secret mission. Mousavi is known to be a close friend of the Shah and he is suspected of being involved in the SAVAK network.
Join the big summer march for jobs

SATURDAY 3 SEPTEMBER
Assembly at the Embankment, Charing Cross. 3pm. March to Downing Street to lobby the Prime Minister.

MONDAY 5 SEPTEMBER
Leave Croydon and marches to Crawley to camp for the night. Meeting and Claybrooks' Group, with speakers inc. marchers and Paul Foot.

TUESDAY 6 SEPTEMBER
Leave Crawley and march to Pyecombe, outside Brighton to camp for the night. Entertainment being arranged at the camp.

FRIDAY 9 SEPTEMBER
First day of the trial in Hendon of the Right to Work marches. After the police attack on them at Skechers Corner last March, join the lobby at Hendon.

UNEMPLOYED workers from all over Britain are heading for London in September to march to the Trades Union Congress in Brighton.

The National Right to Work Campaign has already heard from over 150 unemployed who want to take part.

From Dundee, a group of 15 are preparing to join the march. Eight left school in the last few months and cannot get jobs. The other seven include an unemployed hospital worker, an unemployed building worker and an unemployed office worker.

From Newcastle, there are 11 definite marchers and another 20 who say they would like to come.

From Skelmersdale in Lancashire, there are 15 definite marchers. From Portsmouth 4, from Hitchin 4, from Brighton 5, from Weymouth 4.

In London, local marches are being organised to join up with the main march. Marches are setting off from Dartford, from Tottemham and from Staples Corner, Hendon.

SUPPORT THE RIGHT TO WORK MARCH
The National Right to Work Campaign appeals to all trade union and labour movement organisations to sponsor the London Right to Work March.

SPONSOR THE MARCH FOR £1
Raise collections to help pay for the march.

For further details, speakers, sponsorship letters, write to the National Right to Work Campaign, 26a Seven Sisters Road, London N1 (Phone: 802 9078).

LET'S MAKE THE TUC SQUIRM!
Join the mass lobby of the Trades Union Congress in Brighton on September 7th at 12pm.

A special train is leaving Victoria Station, London, to join the lobby. The train will arrive in time for delegations from all parts of London to join it.

Get your trade union organisation to organise a mass delegation to the lobby of the Trades Union Congress.

Get your trade union to sponsor the march. All trade union branches, shop stewards committees, sectional, trade union and other bodies are invited to sponsor the march. The minimum contribution is £2.

Campaign secretary John Haslam told Socialist Worker: "Getting trade union organisation to sponsor the march is an integral part of the preparation. It is the way of putting pressure on other organisations to fight together with the unemployed.""
Talking About Socialism
Duncan Hallas

Some argue that if you ignore the facts, they'll go away. Nothing could be more untrue or more dangerous.

At times, the Labour Party, like the traditionalist, digs its shallower deep in the sand and ignores all warnings and threats.

It happened in Scotland where the Scottish National Party was viewed as a bunch of killjoy crooks. By the time of the election, it was a serious contender.

And it happened in Northern Ireland, where the Ulster Unionist Party, led by Ian Paisley, was viewed as a fringe party.

The author of these words, Stephen Kinnock, is Labour MP for the constituency of Torquay.

He was appointed to the Shadow Cabinet in Torquay by-election just before the vote and he predicted the Nationalist candidates looked set to poll a fairly respectable figure.

It was only a couple of hundred votes and the last time the Liberals were polling two years ago, it was a humilitating defeat.

Discontent

In the event, the Liberals got their first environmental result in a local council election. They were voted out in a small number of seats. So much for the forecast.

But there is no doubt about the reasons for this continued disillusion. The parties are fighting for the same seats and the same votes. But the Labour government's nationalisation programme continues to fail.

The Greens and the Liberals and the Conservatives were all in it together. They were all role-playing for the same seats. So much for the forecast.
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Your freedom is our freedom—let's fight together!

By PETE GREEN

THE BONFIRE night trial in Leeds ended last week with a partial victory.

Not one of the original 12 defendants was found guilty of "rioting" or "attacking a police officer".

The trial of 12 youths in the Chapeltown area of Leeds resulted in a total of 12 convictions, 10 of which were for assaulting a police officer. The remaining two were for rioting.

The acquittals were celebrated by the defendants and their supporters, who gathered outside the courthouse to sing songs and chant slogans.

The police, however, were left with questions about their tactics and methods.

Some attackers had been given community service orders, while others were fined or given suspended sentences.

Meanwhile, the trial had sparked a new wave of protests and demonstrations across the city.

Ignored

Not all of the media coverage of the trial was positive.

Some newspapers and television stations chose not to cover the trial, or covered it in a way that was seen as biased.

The trial was seen as an opportunity to highlight the issues surrounding race relations and police brutality.

Together

The trial was just one example of the ongoing struggle for justice.

There are many other cases where people have been unfairly targeted and arrested.

We must fight against this injustice and demand justice for all.

Community leader trapped by sniper

RACIST ATTACKS by gangs of white youths on Asians and West Indians in the Batley and Pontefract areas of Yorkshire have continued.

Two weeks ago, a 17-year-old youth was beaten up and his home was set on fire.

The police have arrested several people in connection with the attacks.

The police are now appealing for information from the public.

Police turn blind eye to racist attack

A KENNETT Wilson and four mates were walking to a bus stop in Birmingham when they were attacked by a gang of white youths.

The youths punched the police in the stomach and kicked him in the head.

The attack was captured on camera and circulated widely.

The police have yet to make any arrests in connection with the attack.

So much for 'Justice'

The police have started prosecution under the Race Relations Act.

The conclusion of the trial has been met with criticism from the local community.

PLANNED PROTEST

The police are planning to hold a protest against the trial.

Theatie, the owner of The Angel pub in Clitheroe, has offered to host a protest against the trial.

The police have been under pressure to take action against the youths.

The police have been accused of being too lenient with the youths.

Some people believe that the police are not doing enough to tackle the problem of racism.

REALITY

The reality is that the police are not doing enough to tackle the problem of racism.
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Boot boys in blue rule—but it’s certainly not OK

EVIDENCE that the police are not doing enough to tackle the problem of racism has been provided by a series of incidents in the city.
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Hitting

I hate one policeman in particular of us with a truncheon.

Another policeman had his helmet knocked off his head and glared at me saying, "What are you doing, boy?"
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After being kicked in the groin by the police, and told me, "You’re not allowed to be here," I walked away.
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COUNCIL AGAINST THE HOMELESS: IS THIS WHERE LABOUR'S CUTS ARE TAKING US?

They say they will evict us again - from

by JENNY JACKSON

We are all here. The council is threatening to evict us. We are the Keating family - David, Kathleen and their son David John, aged two - are homeless. We were evicted from the flat in January.

They searched for a place to live. But it has become a nightmare. For three months they have been living in a tent. Now they are threatened with eviction from the tent. And any day now Kathleen Keating is expecting to give birth to a baby.

David Keating told Socialist Worker: "One day I had a row about my daughter. I had no wife, no job and was unemployed. We had to move the cottage, which was used to be the living quarters."

The council then came up with a solution to move them to a nearby property. "We thought everything was fine. We couldn't live a foot, so we stayed with the Keating family."

The council told us we had to get out. They said it was overcrowded. So we went down to try to get emergency housing from them.

They said they didn't have anything for us. We had to live somewhere, so we squat in an empty council house. The council admit they have more than 100 houses standing empty.

"We offered to pay rent, but they won't take it off us. Because then they would be the legal tenants."

Kathleen Keating said: "My son will be 10 months old on Friday. They need a home for me and my son."

"The first things they went for were our bed and David John's cot. I had my son's clothes all in a box and they took that. And the washing machine. And all our bedding.

"We are overcrowded in our one-bedroom flat. We have to get all our belongings in the mornings and put them in the evenings."

Empty

"They said they didn't have anything for us. We had to live somewhere, so we squat in an empty council house. The council have more than 100 houses standing empty."

They will evict us again.

The Keating family - David, Kathleen and their son David John, aged two - are homeless. They were evicted from a flat in January.

Since then their search for a place to live has become a nightmare. For three months they have been living in a tent. Now they are threatened with eviction from the tent. And any day now Kathleen Keating is expecting to give birth to a baby.

David Keating told Socialist Worker: "One day I had a row about my daughter. I had no wife, no job and was unemployed. We had to move the cottage, which was used to be the living quarters."

The council then came up with a solution to move them to a nearby property. "We thought everything was fine. We couldn't live a foot, so we stayed with the Keating family."

The council told us we had to get out. They said it was overcrowded. So we went down to try to get emergency housing from them.

They said they didn't have anything for us. We had to live somewhere, so we squat in an empty council house. The council admit they have more than 100 houses standing empty.

"We offered to pay rent, but they won't take it off us. Because then they would be the legal tenants."

Kathleen Keating said: "My son will be 10 months old on Friday. They need a home for me and my son."

"The first things they went for were our bed and David John's cot. I had my son's clothes all in a box and they took that. And the washing machine. And all our bedding.

"We are overcrowded in our one-bedroom flat. We have to get all our belongings in the mornings and put them in the evenings."

Empty

"They said they didn't have anything for us. We had to live somewhere, so we squat in an empty council house. The council have more than 100 houses standing empty."

They will evict us again.
So who did beat up these Irish prisoners?

by JEAN GRAY

A JURY last week found Birmingham prison warders not guilty of beating up the six men charged with the Birmingham pub bombings in 1974.

But if they didn’t kill or maim them, who did? The men and their families have a simple answer: the police.

There is no doubt that the men were heavily beaten up. The judge’s verdict told us that they were the victims of quite outrageous assault.

The six men have claimed all along that they were beaten by the police during interrogations at Queen’s Road police station, Aston, and that they were later beaten again at Womun Green Prison to cover up for injuries caused by the police.

Their case is borne out by a report by Dr D. Alistair, who examined them in prison a week after they were arrested. He said in his report it was “indisputable that some of them (the wounds) were much older and could have been inflicted many days before.”

The police have said that they were the men who beat the men up, but the evidence is quite to the contrary. The police did not have a monopoly of beatings.

Facts

Most of the warders’ version of how they ended up in hospital in 1974 is false. They deliberately gave information about the police that was deliberately false.

Apart from all of this, the entire case against these prisoners is based on the very same evidence.

If the UDA asks for barriers, the army gives them

by EAMONN McCANN

HIGH-RANKING British Army officers met at the weekend with leaders of Northern Ireland’s largest Protestant group, the Ulster Volunteer Force, to discuss the situation in the Ulster region of West Belfast.

Among the group present were Lieutenants Colonel and Lieutenants Colonel, both of whom have been involved in the Ulster Volunteer Force for many years. The meeting was held at a secret location in the Ulster region.

The Ulster Volunteer Force is one of the groups that have been accused of involvement in sectarian violence. The meeting was held to discuss ways to end the violence.

The army announced afterwards that it would do all it could to help those who needed help.

The UDA is a sectarian group that has been involved in many atrocities.

Stones

The trouble on 12 July began when children in the north of the city were attacked by a group of people wielding stones. The children were under the influence of alcohol.

On Wednesday, a group of people in the area were attacked by a group of people wielding stones. The authorities were slow to intervene.

The UDA is a paramilitary group that has been involved in many atrocities. The UDA is a group that has been involved in many atrocities.
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THURROCK: How we took on the Front and put IS on the map

THE TINY Grays IS branch organised to oppose the National Front candidate John Roberts in last week's Parliamentary by-election in Thurrock.

Ten comrades were drafted into the area from London to Southend to work on the campaign for the 12 days before the election. We put out 10,000 leaflets, 1,000 posters and 250 stickers. The IS candidate, Socialist Worker, polled a 19% vote, second only to Labour, the result of the Thurrock 黈 election.

LOOKING for a way to make money for the Socialist Worker fighting fund, bundled up 1,500 copies of our Weekly Worker. This gave us a salutation to the ticket-takers.

Hasarrased

On election day, these door to door canvassers at Thurrock left the office at 3am, and the comrades bundled up.

Two people with engagements made a last minute dash for the voting hall, but the result was very close. The National Front candidates were not pleased, and there were ugly scenes.

In South Ockendon, the Socialist Workers were said to have been prevented from joining by the National Front. One foolhardy worker walked up to the polling station, but was turned away.

HELP US SELL WHERE YOU LIVE

COME and spread the word on socialist Socialism: Socialist Worker is sold every Saturday in the following places—come and help us!

NORTH WEST LONDON
Cootes Brook, Manor Park, Morden

INNER NORTH WEST LONDON
Cookham Close, Stanmore, Enfield

BIRKENHEAD
Salisbury Rd, Salisbury, Middlesbrough

SOUTH LONDON
Brockley Rd, Tooting Broadway, Thames Ditton

MACCLESFIELD
Trowbridge Rd, Macclesfield

NORTH LONDON
Clapham, Highbury, Kentish Town

CROYDON
Barnes, Tooting, Wimbledon

COVENTRY
Bournville, Broadgate, Piquet Street

NORWICH
Wherry, Norwich

EDINBURGH
Queen Street, Edinburgh

I'VE HEARD

'Ve got the right to know, and the right to walk out.'

CAMPANY WITH THE SOCIALIST WORKER

WHERE WE STAND

INDEPENDENT WORKING-CLASS ACTION

The workers create the wealth and pay the interest on capital. A new society can only be conceived when these are the basis of collective struggle and resistance against the capitalist powers. Only by it can we end the system of exploitation and domination.

REVOLUTION NOT REFORM

The working class needs an explicitly socialist programme. Without a socialist programme, workers' struggles are isolated. Workers' struggles must be united and coordinated to turn the working class into the major driving force of society.

OUR PROGRAMME

We stand for a socialist society of councils and workers' cooperatives. Workers' interests must be put above those of the capitalist class. We oppose all forms of exploitation and domination.

We believe in the power of the workers' movement to change society. We support the right of people to organise their own defences. We support all genuine workers' movements.

THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY

To achieve socialism, the most militant socialist workers must form a revolutionary party. Such a party can only be built by active participation in the struggles of the working class. We have to organise. We have to build a mass movement to change society.
WHEN one reads any strongly individual piece of writing, wrote George Orwell in 1939, 'one is conscious of seeing a face somewhere behind the page.'

With Orwell himself it is not a face, but a vocal, militant voice, strikingly exploiting capitalism's myths.

In Pange to Catalonia, a moving account of his experiences in the Spanish Civil War, he tells how he first dropped more or less at the gates of the Huesca Front, in the Northern Province of Aragon. Of the ten men he had taken with him, he says, 'I had two with me. The rest were Spaniards, and some of them were very good, if not actually good.'

Within days of publication, Orwell was arrested for his part in distributing anti-Franco leaflets. He was imprisoned for three months. Orwell himself was impressed by the course of the Spanish Civil War. He had already published several books on the subject, and was himself a member of the International Brigades. His book 'Homage to Catalonia' is a classic account of the conflict.

In his book '1984,' Orwell warned of the dangers of totalitarianism and the possibility of a society where individuals are controlled and their thoughts are monitored. The novel has become a symbol of the dangers of censorship and surveillance.

He also wrote 'Animal Farm,' a political fable that uses animal characters to satirize the Soviet Union and its leaders. The book has been translated into more than 20 languages and is still widely read today.

Orwell's work continues to have a significant impact on contemporary politics and society, and his ideas are still relevant in the modern world. His legacy as a writer and political commentator continues to inspire new generations of readers.
Postal Points

AS SOCIALISTS we do not advocate the deaths of the Anglo-Irish men as acts of vengeance or acts of the hypocritical moral gesture for capitalist punishment.

We say hang them because their deaths, well published, could well prove more of their like, British Army team, a scam—going to Rhodesia and marketing goods of our black brothers and sisters.

| Margaret Stoud, London | 
---|---|

THANK YOU for publishing my letter last week regarding Daniel O'Connell's letter sent to a payee in Jack Jones, one general secretary with the following letter:

"I am a servant of the people. O'Connell sent me the money and now I am in an office of the people's government." (Letter to Jack Jones)

So, you know, buddy, our district officers and our local members are not involved in the dirty work of the TUC, and we feel the same way about the payee who made the abusive letter to the paper in our district.

No reply

There was a meeting of the District Committee of Health and Social Security (which receives the fund) to discuss the matter. I was asked whether or not any action would be taken.

It is about the application of common sense from all time when written to by branches.

"It is forced a very timely factor..."

So, Brocker Jones, while we express our grief at the death of Daniel O'Connell, we feel the same way about our local members and their work. We are doing our best to see that the fund goes back to the people.

William Bennett, Convener TGWU Dunlop, Glasgow.

Unemployment: the twin face of the Left

The twin liberal and ultra-liberal face of unemployment is driven through the economic fact of the matter by the lack of demand for labor. This is not the case with the rural, industrial, and unionized parts of the working class, but it is the case with the urban, industrial, and unionized parts of the working class. Full employment requires the socialization of the economy with direct democratic control of our import growth.

C.P. Swallows the pots of water

WHAT THE ARCH-BISHOP DIDN'T SAY

In his latest attack on the socialists' "outlawed" school, Bishop D'Elix claims that the socialist teaching is the product of "the little man's world" and that the socialist's problem is the "little man's problem.

Honing his ideas, the Archbishop has in another recent work, "The Socialists' Case for Property," stated that the working class must be "re-educated" to accept the new order.

The idea may be easier to accept by those in a disorientated, bureaucratic society, but it must be rejected by any socialist who believes in the collective ownership of property.

P.J. Hall, Bishop Stirling.

Pailed Cymru the left alternative

The local council elections produced some surprising results. We can no longer ignore the large Cymru vote. While the TUC vote, which, with a small projection, is not as strong as it was in the 1974 elections, has not recovered, the Cymru vote has.

The June 1980 local elections were a major victory for the Cymru faction, but the Cymru vote has not recovered in terms of support for the TUC. The Cymru vote has been a major factor in the TUC's recent victories, and the Cymru vote has been a major factor in the TUC's recent defeats.

The Cymru vote has been a major factor in the TUC's recent victories, and the Cymru vote has been a major factor in the TUC's recent defeats. The Cymru vote has been a major factor in the TUC's recent victories, and the Cymru vote has been a major factor in the TUC's recent defeats.
I fell head over heels in love with India. If I'd have gone there a hundred years earlier I would have left my bones there.

These are the words of an out and out racist. Enoch Powell. Interesting words they are too.

For they point towards a truly tragic relationship, the relationship between the development of capitalism in Britain, the plunder of colonies and the development of racist ideas.

The India that Powell loved is not India at all. It is a conquered and enslaved India, India dead, since the soul of its spirit of self-destruction and enslaving nearly half the world.

The British Empire, this operation deeply loved by Powell and his ilk, involved the wholesale devastation of great civilizations. It involved mass murder and genocide. It required the deliberate extermination of whole peoples and social classes.

And it required the development of the most unbridled hypocrisy in the face of all Opposition about The White Man's burden.

Hypocrisy about Britain's so-called efforts to improve the standard of living of the people, the abandonment of the dead, the schools, the welfare, the provision of services that allowed Powell to 'love' India and hate India.

The plunder that took place in India was truly fantastic. No fantastic that it brought new words into the English language, the word 'stolen' and 'looting'.

Stolen

If anything, the new words underlined what he said. Lord Macaulay, the historian, and man of immense, honest, heart, has described in detail the horrors of wealth that was stolen out of India.

His description was so vivid the reader may safely affirm that no Englishman could read his account and not feel deep regret that he was born in the age of the Raj. An age when the British were the last true barbarians.

If anything, the theft was the real thing. The plunder and wealth that was stolen out of India.

The looting was so large that it is impossible to give an exact amount of the wealth that was stolen from the hands of the people.

But it's clear that the wealth was enormous. The British stole an enormous amount of wealth not just from India but from other countries as well.

The plundering of wealth was a deliberate act. It was not an accidental happening. It was a calculated and systematic process that was carried out by the British government and its officials.

The looting was carried out in a systematic and organized way. It was not just a matter of taking what was left behind. It was a matter of seizing what was valuable and taking it away.

The wealth that was stolen was enormous. It was not just a matter of taking a few coins. It was a matter of taking entire cities and towns and their wealth.

The looting was a deliberate act. It was not just a matter of taking what was left behind. It was a matter of seizing what was valuable and taking it away.

The plundering of wealth was a deliberate act. It was not an accidental happening. It was a calculated and systematic process that was carried out by the British government and its officials.
ASBESTOS: FOLLOW OUR EXAMPLE

ASBESTOS is lethal. Countless numbers of people have been killed or seriously disabled working with it. Workers should demand its replacement by safer materials. Unfortunately, there is a lot of the substitute around and many workers are invited to clean it up and remove it when it has been installed in their work. In these cases, it is essential that these workers get the advice of the ASME (Alliance of Professional Environmentalists) and of the ASME (American Federation of Employers).

THE ONLY SAFE ASBESTOS IS BLACK ASBESTOS


does not mean that there is no risk. The risk is that the asbestos fibers remain in the air and cause health problems. The TASS committee, in the United States, has recommended that all schools be checked for asbestos. This includes all schools, colleges, and universities. All schools should be checked for asbestos to ensure the safety of the students and faculty.

ASBESTOS IS BLACK ASBESTOS

WORRIED

Until 1976, the asbestos industry was allowed to produce the asbestos without any regulation. The industry argued that asbestos was safe and that it was not a health hazard. However, in 1976, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) began regulating the production and use of asbestos. The EPA set limits on the amount of asbestos that could be produced and used. These limits have been gradually reduced over the years.

Lorry drivers fight Labour’s tax trick

By Ron Fitchett, TGWU shop steward

British Celanese, Derby

EVERY LORRY DRIVER gets a substantial allowance for overnight stops. But now the Government says they will tax any allowances above £5 a week. That means that drivers can lose up to £500 a year in tax. This is a huge amount of money and it is affecting drivers’ ability to earn a living. The drivers are demanding that the tax be abolished and that they be allowed to keep their allowances.

ASBESTOS: FOLLOW OUR EXAMPLE

We are calling on all drivers to join the campaign to keep their allowances. We will be holding a series of meetings and protests to make our voices heard.

Organise

But the District Committee has a task much more difficult than that of the drivers. They have to work with the local councils and Local Employment Boards to ensure that the orders are implemented. They have to make sure that the orders are enforced and that the drivers are not exploited. The District Committee has a difficult task, but we believe that they can do it.

Sackings picket

John Appleby

LEPDS, without calling a strike, last week made a statement to all the drivers employed by the company. They said that they were taking a decision to sack all the drivers who had been working for the company for more than 10 years. This is a very serious decision and we believe that it will not be justified.

Pannell women fight on

WITHAM, Essex. Three women who have been sacked for striking for rights to well pay and good conditions have been sacked. The Pannell Products were made in the company's factory in Witham. The women were sacked for striking for better pay and better conditions. The women have appealed.

The management told them that they would not be able to recognize the union. The General and Administrative Union are the only union which is recognized by the company. The women are demanding better pay and better conditions.

The strike began as a result of the appalling conditions in the plant. The women wanted to be able to go to the toilet and to be able to have a proper meal. The management has told the women that they have tried to break the strike by speaking to the workers and by giving them half a day's pay. The women are still on strike.

The management have also tried to stop the women from striking by blocking the doors and offering them the job back. But the workers will not go back to work. They have been told that they will be sacked if they continue.

We are calling on all drivers to join the campaign to keep their allowances. We will be holding a series of meetings and protests to make our voices heard.

Orangise

But the District Committee has a task much more difficult than that of the drivers. They have to work with the local councils and Local Employment Boards to ensure that the orders are implemented. They have to make sure that the orders are enforced and that the drivers are not exploited. The District Committee has a difficult task, but we believe that they can do it.

CO-OP BATTLE FOR £6

By Frank Moonley, Co-op worker, Partington

THE CLERICAL workers' union, AUM, have put in a claim for £6 for Clerical workers. Management turned it down, saying it was no improvement. The workers have decided to take action.

We are calling on all drivers to join the campaign to keep their allowances. We will be holding a series of meetings and protests to make our voices heard.
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**Their money or your life...**

Kent: Babcock and Wilcox, the silly old giant of nuclear power station contractors who are paid to keep 1000 men in fear of their lives, that insane piece of unsafe working condition, will have to be closed before any expansion will be considered. That's what the government is saying. And if we don't want to see our lives, we must act to defend ourselves. For every strike that costs the employers profit, there will be a black day for the government. There are reasons why government should suffer because it's necessary to maintain his profit.

---

**FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT TO WORK!**

**ROYCE: GET THE SIT-IN UNDER WAY!**

**BLANTYRE, Lanarkshire:** 470 workers at Rolls-Royce have walked off the job on Tuesday in protest against the management's attempts to cut down the factory. As many as 1000 workers, engaged in the production of military equipment, stopped work on Monday morning. The management, in an attempt to cut costs, announced that the factory would be closed for five days, a move which the workers are resisting. The stoppage is said to be the result of long-standing grievances over pay and conditions.

---

**STOP THE CUTS!**

**By Paul McDonald, T. McIntosh, and D. Paton: Glasgow Electric Board workers.**

In a letter to the Evening Times, the workers express their concern over the cuts in the electric board's budget. They call for an end to the cuts and for the board to be given the resources to provide quality services.

---

**With friends like these...**

**By Paul McDonald, T. McIntosh, and D. Paton: Glasgow Electric Board workers.**

The workers express their support for the strike of the Electric Board workers and call for solidarity with them.

---

**Sackings from ‘fight cuts’ council**

**By E. V. Hamonic, L. J. McWilliam, and D. Paton: Glasgow Electric Board workers.**

The workers criticise the cuts in the Electric Board's budget and call for an end to the cuts.

---

**HARINGAY Council workers are demanding a day's sick pay, plus a gross pay increase of 25%. The workers are demanding this to cover the cost of living.**

---

**EV GET THEIR ANSWER**

**ESSMS A campaign was launched last week by shop stewards at 1600 workers at the Electric and Nuclear Engineering Union in Cheshunt and Maidstone. The workers are demanding a day's sick pay and an increase in their wages.**

---

**Battle plans to save 8000 workers**

**By Stuart Hargreaves**

The first meeting of the Community Action Committee was held on Wednesday. A delegation of 300 workers at Broadstone, Dorset, Longford, and Peterborough were present. The committee is calling for a general strike to save 8000 workers.**

---

**Their money or your life...**

Kent: Babcock and Wilcox, the silly giant of nuclear power station contractors who are paid to keep 1000 men in fear of their lives, has a piece of unsafe working condition, is clearly prepared to go to any lengths to win their battle. Socialist Worker understands that the company is insisting that the Newfoundland owners should not be paid any more than the minimum wage. This is a desperate attempt to save the company. If we don't want to see our lives, we must act to defend ourselves. For every strike that costs the employers profit, there will be a black day for the government. There are reasons why government should suffer because it's necessary to maintain his profit.
They shall not pass!

We’ve got the sign! We’re going to burn it!

On Thursday, we said: “We intend to do our utmost to stop the Nazis in their tracks.”

The International Socialists, with our paper the Socialist Worker, reject out of hand the arguments that if the fascists are allowed they will somehow go away.

The argument is false. If they are given free rein to spread their racial poison, worker against worker, they will kill each other and every right that the British working class has gained in nearly 200 years of struggle.

Since Thursday, we have thrown the Nazis’ secret plans into disarray.

Firstly, we have publicly exposed these ‘secret’ plans. The National Front had hoped to get favourable press publicity for their next generation and its renewed threat, but the Race Relations Act. They had hoped to try and keep up the card that their form of ‘vigilante’ was a ‘decent man of principle’.

Secondly, we have taken the Nazi Reich’s sign into our custody until Saturday, where we will burn it in public. Thirdly, together with the Southall Youth Movement, London Members of the Indian and Bangladesh Workers’ Association, Greenhill Action Committee against Racism, Kent Against Racism and many other national and local organisations that believe in fighting fascism, we have organised a national ‘STOP THE NAZI REIC’ demonstration on Saturday, starting 12 noon at Speakers’ Corner, Hyde Park.

Fourthly, together with the Leamington Anti-Fascist Committee, we have organised demonstrations against the Nazi Reich in Leamington tomorrow evening.

As a result, the National Front are beginning to panic. They are now claiming that they will not run with the sign or a copy of it to London this Saturday.

If they go ahead, we will repeat what we said on Thursday. The unity of blacks, whites, trade unionists and socialists can beat fascism. Our slogan is the slogan that defeated Mosley’s Blackshirts in the 1930s. THEY SHALL NOT PASS.

The fascist decide to stay in their holes on Saturday, our Victory Parade will not be home the lesson of unity, vigilance and determination can Beat the National Front.

Join the victory celebration. Join the burning of Reich’s sign this Saturday.

The Race Relations Act couldn’t remove it—but we did! Steve Jefferys of the International Socialists with the racist sign taken from outside Reich’s house in Leamington. We will burn it in London on Saturday.